A resilient and robust state feedback control scheme is proposed to control a large class of uncertain nonlinear systems with locally conic type of nonlinearities and driven by finite energy disturbances. Resilience property is achieved by satisfying various performance requirements in the presence of bounded perturbations in the feedback gain. System models are also allowed to contain a high degree of uncertainty involving perturbations in the center and the radius of the cone in which the nonlinearity resides that result in a robust design. Linear matrix inequality (LMI) techniques are used in the mathematical formulation. Various commonly used performance criteria are treated in a unified framework. Illustrative examples are included to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology and to compare the relative performance of the controllers.
Introduction
A controller for which significant performance deterioration occurs due to a small perturbation in the controller gain is referred to as a "fragile" or "nonresilient" controller [1] . Since more and more implementations of controllers and observers are done digitally by microprocessors, there are numerical round off errors in computation. Also, some implementations need manual tuning to obtain the best performance of the controller. For these reasons, it is desired to design a resilient controller that will have some tolerance to a change or readjustment of the control gain.
In this work, a resilient state feedback controller design using LMI techniques is presented for a class of uncertain nonlinear systems driven by finite energy disturbances. Uncertainties are allowed in the linear and nonlinear parts of the system model and also the feedback gain with known bounds on the perturbations so that the designed controller is resilient in addition to being robust. LMI techniques are used to obtain the controller design for various performance criteria including asymptotic stability, H2, H, input strict passivity, output strict passivity, very strict passivity [2] , [3] .
Some recent representative work on robust and resilient control of various classes of nonlinear systems can be found in [4] - [14] . In particular, [4] and [5] are extensions to time-delay systems, [6] treats switched systems, [7] considers mixed criteria control while [8] and [9] address singular systems. Fault tolerant control for systems with time-varying delays is discussed in [10] ; [11] focuses on the resilient control of networked systems and [12] on discrete-time sliding mode control. A mixed criteria finite time control design is presented in [13] and [14] considers H2/H control for systems in the statedependent nonlinear form.
The present work is different from those cited in that there is an additional level of uncertainty in the description of the sector in which the system nonlinearity resides and the controller is also resilient to the perturbations in the feedback gain. It is for these reasons that this new design allows less accurate models to still be controlled.
In section 2, the system model and performance criteria are introduced. The solution of the control problem is derived in Section 3. Some illustrative simulation studies are presented in section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
The following notation is used in this work:
n R x  denotes an n-dimensional vector with real elements with the associated Euclidean norm Lemma 2. 
So the remaining nonlinear part of the system F is ( , , ) (
It is assumed that there is uncertainty in the linear or the central part, so that the system parameters are perturbed where, , ,
It is assumed that the nonlinear part of the system satisfies 2 ( , , ) ( )
for every , , ,
 are domains which include the origin. There is also uncertainty regarding the maximum deviation from the linear part, so that the boundary parameters are perturbed where , ,
Therefore uncertainty about the maximum deviation from the linear part is also considered in this work. By incorporating perturbations on both the central system parameters and the boundary of the nonlinearity as given in (7) and (9), we can achieve robustness on both the center line and the radius of the cone in which the nonlinearity resides, i.e., we can have uncertainties in both the linear and nonlinear parts of the system.
Equations (6) - (9) describe a perturbed locally conic nonlinearity. To show this graphically for the scalar case with no noise, the cone in which the nonlinearity resides is shown as the shaded region in figure 1 with solid center and boundary lines. The uncertainties for the center and boundaries of the nonlinear region are shown as the dashed lines in the figure. The design methodology described in this paper allows us to incorporate such center/radius uncertainties. Various nonlinearities used in modeling engineering systems belong to this conic type. For example, locally sinusoidal nonlinearities, such as pendulum systems, nonlinear springs, saturation nonlinearities such those in transistors and motors, dead zone nonlinearities in diodes and amplifiers, and piecewise linear functions such as Chua's circuit [16] where there is sufficient ambiguity in the slope of the nonlinearities, are all nonlinearities which fall within the scope of the conic nonlinearity [3] , [17] .
All the perturbations , , , , ,
The design starts from the following inequality
where V is an energy function and  T V x Px, 0 P  . By incorporating the additional terms in the Lyapunov equation, it is possible to design controllers to meet several different performance criteria [18] . 
As described above, this LMI formulation enables us to design various resilient and robust controllers according to different performance criteria using a common framework.
Controller Design
The following is the main result of this work: Theorem 1. There exists a resilient state feedback controller (2) for system (1) and (8) 
which provides a lower-bound for (11) as 
(22) must be true in order to satisfy (11) . Applying Lemma 1 twice in (22) we obtain, 
(24) The right side of (24) can be rewritten and can then be bounded by using Lemma 
Then, using the bound (3), together with Lemma 1, the LMI (15) of theorem 1 is obtained. (17) and (18) The design parameters are given in Table 2 . [-0.8 -6 0.1] 0.13 Output S. P.
[-0.7 -5.6 0.1] 0.14 Very S. P.
[-0.8 -5.1 -1] 0.1 As shown in Fig. 5 & 6 , when using the perturbed feedback gain K P , the perturbed systems are still stabilized and the expected performance levels are still achieved, demonstrating the effectiveness of the design method of this paper. 
Conclusion
In this work, a resilient and robust state feedback controller design has been presented for a class of uncertain nonlinearities for general performance criteria. Uncertainties are allowed in both the center and the radius of the cone in which the nonlinearity resides as well as the feedback gain. With this method, control systems can be more robust and allow less accurate system models to be controlled. We have shown that a common framework for various performance criteria using linear matrix inequality techniques can be developed to solve the proposed controller design problem. Simulation results illustrate the developed theory.
